Statistics and Actuarial Science

Chair
• Kung-Sik Chan

Director of Undergraduate Studies, Actuarial Science
• Elias S. Shiu

Director of Undergraduate Studies, Data Science and Statistics
• Sanvesh Srivastava

Director of Graduate Studies
• Aixin Tan

Undergraduate majors: actuarial science (BS); statistics (BS)
Undergraduate minor: statistics
Graduate degrees: MS in actuarial science; MS in statistics; PhD in statistics
Faculty: https://stat.uiowa.edu/people
Website: https://stat.uiowa.edu/

Programs

Undergraduate Programs of Study

Majors
• Major in Statistics (Bachelor of Science)
• Major in Actuarial Science (Bachelor of Science)

Minor
• Minor in Statistics

Graduate Programs of Study

Majors
• Master of Science in Statistics
• Master of Science in Actuarial Science
• Doctor of Philosophy in Statistics